A PETRI NET BASED PLATFORM FOR DISTRIBUTED MODELING AND SIMULATION OF PRODUCTIVE SYSTEMS
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Abstract. Currently with the increasing complexity of productive systems associated with the geographical dispersion of industries there are new requirements for design tools. In this context the purpose of this work is to introduce a new platform for distributed modeling and analysis of productive systems. The platform is based on Petri net as a modeling formalism and on the label-ring protocol for managing the distributed simulation. The focus of this paper is on the platform communication algorithm. An example is presented in order to illustrate the proposal.
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1. Introduction

Global markets are more and more demanding the industrial organization evolution into decentralized units. However, the different industry units should collaborate and coordinate efforts, coping with distributed customers, operations, and suppliers. According to Zhan et al. (2003) this new pattern of relationships can be identified as a new production paradigm, named Dispersed Network Manufacturing (DNM). It consists of enterprises that are geographically dispersed but need to communicate and work concurrently with large amount of data of their factories, sub-contractors and suppliers. The structure of a DNM motivates the use of a distributed design approach, where teams geographically distributed in different locations collaborate to system specification and design of the production processes.

Furthermore, in a DNM, the material and information interchange among the enterprises requires high flexibility, which contributes for increasing system complexity. In order to avoid failure, faults and errors, the validation of the system behavior is imperative. However, the validation of these systems as a whole is not trivial and may be unfeasible from a computational point of view. A possible solution is to adopt a distributed validation approach, where the computational effort is divided among a set of computers connected through a network.

In this context this work proposes a new software platform for supporting the distributed design and validation of productive systems. The platform is organized as a set of modules that are geographically distributed and that communicate using a new high speed Internet (Internet 2). This work is being developed as part of the Brazilian Government Program TIDIA/KyaTera (FAPESP, 2005) which is connecting a number of research laboratories through an advanced high-speed optical network (a tera-bps network). The TIDIA/KyaTera network is been used as a testbed for research in different areas including the distributed design and simulation of manufacturing systems.

The proposed platform adopts Petri net as a modeling formalism. The object-oriented paradigm is incorporated into the modeling approach in order to deal with the complex and distributed nature of the system. The next section discusses the distributed simulation of Petri net. Following, Section 3 presents the modeling of productive systems using the proposed platform. Section 4 introduces the platform architecture, the distributed simulation algorithm and an example. Finally, Section 5 presents some conclusions.

2. Petri net and distributed simulation

According to Ho and Cao (1991), productive systems can be considered as a Discrete Event Dynamic System (DEDS). The dynamics of a DEDS is characterized by discrete state variables whose values are switched, asynchronously in time, according to the occurrence of events that are considered instantaneous (Miyagi, 1996; Moore and Brennan, 1996).

Among the DEDS modeling formalisms, Petri net are particularly suited for representing the inherent characteristics of productive systems such as concurrency, synchronism and parallelism. In addition, the Petri net formalism is known for its solid theoretical base, clear syntax and semantics and intuitive graphic representation (Murata, 1989).
In the field of Petri net distributed simulation, two main solutions are commonly adopted: parallel computers and computer network. In the first case, the computation effort for simulating a complex model is distributed in a multi-processor environment. However, the distributed nature of the system is transparent to users. From the user point of view, the simulation is performed as in a non-distributed system. The main drawbacks of this solution are higher costs and a centralized modeling approach. Examples of works that adopt this solution are Fujimoto (1990), Nicol and Roy (1991), Chiola and Ferscha (1993), Kumar and Kohli (1997), and Beraldi and Nigro (1999). Chiola and Ferscha (1993) and Djemame et al. (1998) propose the creation and maintenance of a global list of enabled transitions. The list is sorted by its enabling time and divided among the different processors. Each processor then manages its own local list. The model division may result in conflicts, such as when a place is the pre or post condition of two or more transitions allocated in different processors. In this case the processors exchange a set of messages to solve the conflict preserving the causality among events. A different approach is proposed in Fujimoto (1990). In this case, the simulation algorithm is optimized according to the characteristics of the model. However, it cannot be successfully applied to flexible productive systems because the diversity of the models that will be simulated in the platform is not known beforehand.

With the advances in the computing and network technologies, the second solution became increasingly attractive. It is used by Nketsa and Vallete (2001), among others. One of its main advantages is the possibility of using computers geographically dispersed. This is the solution adopted in this work.

One of the main problems of Petri net distributed simulation is how to manage the simulation in order to guarantee consistent and coherent results. The solutions proposed in the literature can be grouped in two classes: conservative approaches and optimistic approaches.

The conservative approaches prevent causality errors by blocking the transition firings that are considered unsafe, i.e., firings that can lead to a situation where causality constrains are violated (Beraldi and Nigro, 1999). As a result all the nodes (processor or computer) must share a common simulation clock. The events are sorted by date and the simulation process become sequential.

On the other hand, the optimistic approach allows a certain degree of unsafe firings and each node has a `Local Virtual Clock`. When a causality constrain is violated, the simulation must rollback the last operations until a safe state is reached. The simulation then restarts from this point. One of the implications of this approach is that each node must maintain a register of the last operations. In order to manage the size of the register, a `Global Virtual Clock` indicates the time of last safe state and limits the memory used by the algorithm. This approach is usually used in parallel computers with shared memory, which exploit the parallelism inherent to the models when compared to the conservative protocol. However, a great part of the computational effort may be lost in the rollback operations.

When a network of computers is employed, it results in no memory sharing. Moreover, the possibility of having rollback operations associated with the messages that are normally exchanged among computers can result in network traffic overload.

Another important drawback of optimistic approaches is that users cannot visually follow the evolution of the net marking during the simulation because of the possibility of rolling back. They can only see the final result. This is a hard limitation for system validation, as it makes difficult the understanding of system dynamics and makes impossible error debugging.

Based on these characteristics a conservative approach has been chosen.

3. Modeling approach

The global list of transitions previously described and proposed by Chiola and Ferscha (1993) and Djemame et al. (1998) can be used in parallel computers with shared memory. However, in a distributed environment of simulation, or either, an environment where a set of computers is connected through a network to act as a single one, it is not possible to have shared memory. In this case, the implementation of algorithms that divide the model and distributes it among the processors is not a good choice from a computational point of view.

Moreover, considering that previous knowledge of the system components by the modeler is important and in order to achieve modularity, the proposed platform incorporates the Object Oriented (OO) paradigm (Booch et al., 1999) into the Petri net formalism.

The OO enables the model to be built using sub models. Another advantage of the OO is the identification of sub models interactions. Thus, the interfaces among sub models are identified as well as the format of the messages changed between them. In other words, the use of the OO approach solves two problems in distributed simulation through computer networks: (1) how the model is divided among the computers – one sub model must be associated to only one computer while a computer can simulate one or more sub models; and (2) the rationalization of the information flow through the network because this flow is specified through interfaces previously defined by the modeler.

According to the proposed approach, the model of a distributed system is composed by a set of Objects. Following the OO paradigm, an Object is the instantiation of a Class. Classes represent generic elements of productive systems and can be organized into libraries, providing the re-use of models. A Petri net models the behavior of a Class.

---

1 In this text, terms related with structural elements of Petri net is written in bold italic type.
Two Objects can communicate by method calls. In a method call, the exchange of messages between the two Objects is modeled by transition fusions (Sibertin-Blanc, 1993). An example is illustrated in Figure 1. The fusion of transitions $t_{A.1}$ and $t_{B.1}$ represents Object A calling a method provided by Object B. The fusion of transitions $t_{B.2}$ and $t_{A.2}$ models the answer to the method call provided by Object B to Object A.

![Figure 1. Method call between two objects.](image)

The method calls must obey the following rule. Once an Object made a method call to a second Object, it must wait for the answer. If the second Object is currently executing the method call of a third Object, it will add the request to a request list and execute it as soon as possible. An example is illustrated in Figure 2. In a) Object C sends a method call to Object B, but Object B is currently executing the method requested by Object A. Following, b) shows the three Objects after the answer of Object B to Object A. In c) the method of Object B is available again and in d) Object B is executing the method of Object C.

![Figure 2. Two concurrent method calls.](image)

In the Petri net this rule implies that the transitions that represent method calls cannot be in conflict with other transitions. A second rule also determines that transitions associated to method calls are always instantaneous.

Models can be hierarchically organized in three levels: Objects can be grouped into Components, which can be organized in Applications (Figure 3).
Figure 3. A hierarchical way to organize models.

3.1. The use of a hierarchical approach – an example

In the level of Class, a Petri net represents general productive system elements such as AGVs and machines. Figure 4 presents a simplified model of an AGV. The place $p_1$ indicates the AGV in movement, while $p_2$ the (un)load process, and $p_3$ the waiting state. $t_1$ is an interface transition that signs the AGV to stop and to start the (un)load process. $t_3$ signs the (un)load process time, and $t_2$ the interface transition that signs the end of the process.

Based in nomenclature XML (W3C, 2005), Figure 5 shows a textual description of the model presented in Figure 4 (some tags had been suppressed to simplify the presentation and to detach the main points).

The tag `<Var>` used with $t_3$ textual description enables the Component “ManufactureCell” (Figure 6) to overwrite the $t_3$ default value (5 time units) with another value (for example, 10 time units). This feature assures more flexibility to reuse models.

```
<Class>AGV</Class>
<Token>
  <Name>State</Name>
  <Attr>IP</Attr>
  <Attr>IDCaller</Attr>
  <Attr>Return</Attr>
</Token>
<Place>
  <Name>L1</Name>
  <Desc>AGV running</Desc>
  <Tok>
    <Name>State</Name>
    <Attr>IP</Attr>
    <Attr>IDCaller</Attr>
    <Attr>Return</Attr>
  </Tok>
</Place>
<Transition>
  <Name>T1</Name>
  <Desc>Input transition</Desc>
  <Rule>IP=param[1]</Rule>
  <Rule>IDCaller=param[2]</Rule>
</Transition>
<Transition>
  <Name>T2</Name>
  <Desc>Output interface</Desc>
</Transition>
<Transition>
  <Name>T3</Name>
  <Desc>Load or unload time</Desc>
</Transition>
```

Figure 5. AGV model textual description.
4. Proposed platform for distributed simulation

In order to support the distributed design of distributed systems, the platform must be itself a distributed system. From the software point of view, the platform architecture is based on the definition of Stations, Domains and Federations.

A Station is the modeling and simulation environment of a node (a computer) of the platform. A Station can edit and simulate models of one or more Components organized in one or more Applications.

A Domain is a group of one or more Stations (Figure 7(a)). One of these Stations is the Domain Server, which is responsible for managing Domain users and administrators, maintaining a list of on-line Stations, setting parameters of the communication protocol, among other tasks.

A Federation is a set of two or more Domains that can share Components. In a Federation, the communication among Stations of two different Domains is established through the Server of each Domain (Figure 7(b)). It is important to observe that the distributed nature of the platform support not only distributed simulation but also distributed modeling. Among the results of the system distributed nature are (1) more complex models can be handled by the user and by the platform, (2) different groups of designers can work simultaneously on the same system, (3) different types of Petri net can be used by different designers according to the experience and preference of each one – the only restriction is upon the object interface.

4.1. Communication algorithm

This algorithm is base on the Label-Ring protocol (Göhring and Kauffels, 1994). In a Label-Ring network Stations are connected in a ring topology. However, in the proposed platform, Stations are not necessarily connected in a ring topology, but a logical ring can be built. Basically, each station knows the identity (IP address) of the next Station, and a label is sent across the Stations in a predefined order. Simultaneously messages associated to method calls can be sent across the net (Figure 8).

The management of the simulation is distributed among the Stations. The label synchronizes the evolution of simulation time in all the Stations, according to a conservative approach. The label frame is composed by 5 fields that can be modified by any of the Stations:
1. Station identity field – this field indicates the last Station to change the value of the other label fields.
2. Future time field – this field contains the simulation time required by the Station indicated in the Station identity field.
3. Status field – this field indicates the current status of the Station indicated in the Station identity field. Table 1 indicates its possible values.

Figure 6. Component ManufactureCell textual description.

Figure 7. Distributed simulation platform
4. **Instruction field** – this field carries instructions to all the Stations, such as start, stop and pause the simulation.

5. **Error field** – this field is used to manage simulation errors, such as when one of the Stations is disconnect because of a communication problem in the network.

![Diagram of communication among objects]

**Figure 8. Communication among Objects.**

The rules presented in Table 2 manage the simulation across the network.

**Table 2. Management rules**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value of the Status field</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>--- (no station is using the label)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Station is checking the current status of the other Stations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Station is sending an order to all the Stations to update the global time according to the Future time field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Station is currently in a deadlock state.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. When the simulation starts the label fields are reset (all the field are empty or zero).
2. The Server sets the instruction field to ‘start’ and send the label across the ring.
3. When the Server receives the label back, it makes the following changes:
   - Instruction field = empty.
4. After receiving the label with Instruction field = start, each station fires its enabled instantaneous transitions and exchanging method calls until:
   a. No more transitions are enabled.
   b. Only timed-transitions are enabled.
5. If a Station is in the situation a) and receives the label with the reset values, it makes the following changes:
   - Station identity field = name of the station.
   - Status field = 3.
6. If a Station is in the situation b) and receives the label with the reset values, it makes the following changes:
   - Station identity field = name of the station.
   - Status field = 1.
   - Future time field = smallest time of firing of its enabled timed-transitions.
7. If a Station is currently firing instantaneous transitions and receives the label with Status field = 1 or 3, it makes the following changes:
   - Status field = empty.
   - Status field = 0.
   - Future time field = current time of the object.
8. If a Station is in the situation a) and receives the label with Status field = 3, it does not change the label values.
9. If a Station is in the situation b) and receives the label with Status field = 3, it makes the following changes:
   - Station identity field = name of the Station.
   - Status field = 1.
   - Future time field = smallest time of firing of its enabled timed-transitions.
10. If a Station is in the situation a) and receives the label with Status field = 1, it does not change the label values.
11. If a Station is in the situation b) and receives the label with Status field = 1, and the smallest time of firing of its enabled timed-transitions is bigger or equal to the Future time field, it does not change the label values.
12. If a Station is in the situation b) and receives the label with Status field = 1, and the smallest time of firing of its enabled timed-transitions is smaller than the Future time field, it makes the following changes:
   - Status field = name of the station.
   - Status field = 1.
   - Future time value = smallest time of firing of its enabled timed-transitions.
13. If, after setting Status field=3 the same Station receives the label without any changes, it means that all the Stations are in a deadlock state. The Station then sends a message to the Server to stop the simulation.
14. If, after setting Status field=1 the same Station receives the label without any change, it means that the Station has the timed-transition with the smallest time of firing. The Station then makes the following changes:
   - Status field = name of the station.
   - Status field = 2.
15. If a Station receives the label with Status field=2, it sets its simulation clock according to the value of the Future time field. It does not change the label and it does not fire any of its enabled transitions.
16. If, after setting Status field =2 the same Station receives the label without any changes, it means that all the Stations have update its simulation clock to the same global time. The Station then makes the following changes:
   - Status field = empty.
   - Status field = 0.
17. When a Station receives the label with Status field=0, it fires any timed-transition that has the current simulation clock as enabling time. It then fires its enabled instantaneous transitions and exchanging method calls until:
   a. No more transitions are enabled.
   b. Only timed-transitions are enabled.
4.2. Example

The model of Figure 9 is used as an example to illustrate the simulation algorithm. Despite its simplicity, it shows some of the key points of the algorithm such as the label passage and method calls.

In the example the system to be simulated is composed by three Objects (A, B and C), simulated in 3 different Station.

The main events of a possible simulation are illustrated in the UML Sequence Diagram of Figure 10. It is important to observe that the preliminary activities to compose the ring are not shown in the example, but it is also a task of the Server. Furthermore, time intervals such as the sending and receiving of the label, or the execution of transition firing subroutines are randomly chosen. As these time intervals depend on the computers capacity and on the availability of the communication media, they can vary from case to case.

The simulation starts when the Server sends the label through the ring with *Instruction Field* = Start. After receiving the label each Station can fire its instantaneous transitions, which are tA.1 and tA.2 (or tA.3) for Station A, and tC.1 for Station C. Transition tC.2 is a method call to Object B, but this method is not yet available so Object C must wait.

Following, Object B makes a request to update the simulation clock to 5, however, before it receives the label back, Object A replaces the label fields with a request to time 3. When the label goes across the ring, all the Stations have already fired all their instantaneous enabled transitions, so Station A confirm the update to 3 (*Status field* = 2).

After fire tA.3, Station A reaches a deadlock state and sends the label with *Status field* = 3. This information is replaced by Station B that again requests to update the simulation clock to 5. This last request is not replaced, so the simulation clock is set to 5. Station B can then fire tB.1 and then answer the method call, which results in the fire of tB.2 and tC.2.

This example, although simple, it illustrates the effectiveness of the communication algorithm, responsible for synchronizing the simulation in the diverse stations, exploring some of the rules presented in Table 2.
5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a new platform for the distributed modeling and simulation of productive systems based on the Petri net formalism. The main purpose of the platform is to support the distributed design of productive systems. The platform provides a design environment where teams of designers, engineers and other people involved in the design process can model and simulate the system from different geographical locations, using the high-speed internet as communication media.

The focus of this paper was on the simulation algorithm. Its main characteristics are the conservative approach and the label-ring based procedure for managing the simulation clocks.

The simplicity of the algorithm makes easy its extension to include high-level Petri net, which is the next step on the platform development. Another point that the authors are also considering is the adaptation of the platform to model hybrid systems, which is possible mainly because a conservative approach is adopted. The conservative approach imposes the same simulation time to all the Stations, allowing continuous variables sharing.
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